
THE WORLD HISTORY OF FILM INDUSTRY

The first films to consist of more than one shot appeared film footage to be exposed several times and thereby to before
abandoning film-making to invent the Kinemacolor.

Each change made making films more expensive, but in making The Birth of a Nation , Griffith shattered all
records. Figure 1 Total Released Length on the U. He developed many kinds of special effects , including stop
action, fadeouts, reverse motion, and slow motion. James Stewart was eleven percentage-points more popular
among the richest consumers than among the poorest, while Lana Turner differed only a few
percentage-points. The effect was achieved by replacing the actor with a dummy for the final shot. It will
discuss just a few countries, mainly the U. Sunlight, climate and the variety of landscape in California were of
course favorable to film production, but were not unique. First of all, since the sharply rising film production
costs were fixed and sunk, market size was becoming of essential importance as it affected the amount of
money that could be spent on a film. Those who came after would return their discoveries to the realm of
normal human vision and exploit them for profit. To understand what was going on in the film the audience
had to know their stories beforehand, or be told them by a presenter. The Great Train Robbery served as one
of the vehicles that would launch the film medium into mass popularity. Such a device was created by
French-born inventor Louis Le Prince in the late s. This started a shift to the new sound technology, and
within three years, 95 percent of all new movies were "talkies. He made his directing debut in with the
creation of The Adventures of Dollie for the Biograph Company. Little did they anticipate that their gamble
would not only establish them as a major Hollywood presence but also change the industry forever. The
discovery that consumers would turn their back on packages of shorts newsreels, sports, cartoons and the likes
as the quality of features increased set in motion a quality race between film producers Bakker  Competing
with television The introduction of television in America prompted a number of technical experiments
designed to maintain public interest in cinema. Cinema had made possible a massive growth in productivity in
the entertainment industry and thereby disproved the notions of some economists that productivity growth in
certain service industries is inherently impossible. Its market share at home and abroad diminished
substantially Figure 3. After indicating that he has been killed by a sword-thrust, and appealing for vengeance,
he disappears.


